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The Problem1 2 The Fundamental Science

Lateral flow assays (LFAs) used extensively during the pandemic but:
Sensitivity can vary - 38.32-99.19%¹.
Results often require PCR validation.

We want to create a new point-of-care (POC) diagnostic for 
bacteria/viruses that is:

Inexpensive
Highly sensitive/specific
Not reliant on further validation

We need a material that is optically 
responsive and sensitive to 
interactions at its surface.
The material of choice: Liquid crystals 
(LCs)

LCs exist in a state between solids and liquids, so have 
properties of both.
They are rod-like molecules – like grains of rice, that align 
in the same direction.
LCs are known for use in LC displays (LCDs)
LCs are optically unique, are very sensitive and show an 
optical response when their alignment switches between 
configurations – this is our detection mechanism.
Droplets of LC can have many alignment types – we focus 
on two initially: radial and bipolar alignment.

Bacteria/viruses damage cells by destroying the 
phospholipid cell membrane.
If an LC droplet is coated in phospholipids to mimic a 
cell membrane, bacteria/viruses damage this, causing a 
switch in alignment from radial to bipolar.
Trapping droplets in a gel (agarose) fixes them in place 
for testing and allows us to create simple dipstick-like 
devices.

Using a nematic (most simple) LC requires a microscope to see 
the result – not ideal for POC diagnostics.

Chiral nematic LCs selectively reflect light –
so appear highly colourful even when 
viewed without a microscope.

An alignment switch in chiral nematic LC droplets 
causes changes in the intensity or wavelength of 
the reflected light.
If droplets are concentrated enough this change 
could be visible with the naked eye, removing the 
need for microscopy.
Additionally, the phospholipid coating can be 
tailored using different stabilisation mechanisms 
for the desired application.
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Fig 1: No. of lateral flow and PCR tests conducted 
since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic².

Fig 2: Example of 
differing lateral 
flow test results 
in a COVID-19 
positive adult.

Fig 4a) Schematic and b) Polarising optical 
microscopy (POM) image of a radial LC droplet.

Fig 5a) Schematic and b) Polarising optical 
microscopy (POM) image of a bipolar LC droplet.

Fig 3: Diagram of 
LC molecules 
aligning to the 
director n

Fig 7 a): Droplet production in a microfluidic device b) 
trapping of droplets in a gel matrix. c) Testing of LC 
droplets in response to analytes

Fig 6: POM images of LC droplet 
switching from radial to bipolar 
alignment over 20s.

Fig 8) Droplets in agarose switching alignment in response to a membrane 
disrupting surfactant (1wt% Triton X-100) in <130s

Fig 9) Chiral nematic droplets in agarose switching alignment in response to 
another membrane disrupting surfactant - 0.375wt% SDS in <60s. A central 
reflecting point moves to a more complex pattern.
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LC droplets as a detection mechanism for bacteria/viruses allow an 
optical signal to be produced with no labelling of the target analyte.
Droplets are able to switch their alignment in <130s in response to 
ideal test analytes when immobilised in a gel matrix.
Immobilisation and switching of LC droplets takes us one step closer to 
the goal of producing a novel, POC diagnostic with low detection 
limits³.

Fig 10) Schematic of a) 
Electrostatic and b) steric 
stabilised nematic LC 
droplets

The Next Steps5

Concentrate chiral LC droplets to produce 
response visible with naked eye.
Move to use bacterial toxins. 
Functionalise droplet surface to ensure 
droplets are only responsive to analyte of 
interest – e.g. specific bacteria. Fig 11) Schematic of an 

antibody functionalised 
LC droplet


